AMOSSHE Executive meeting

25 May 2018 | AMOSSHE National Office, London

Minutes
In attendance:
Jayne Aldridge (JA)
Mandi Barron (MB)
Chris Warrington (CW)

Fay Sherrington (FS)
Nicola Barden (NB)
Benjamin Parsons (BP)

Rotimi Akinsete (RA)
Jill Stevenson (JS)
Chris Shelley (CS)

John Bloomfield (JB)
Helen McNeely (HM)
Anya Knight (AK)

Apologies:
Nicole Redman (NR), Nic Streatfield (NS), Richard Irons (RI)
Item no.

Actions
Previous meeting actions and matters arising
• AK to ensure all future minutes to have pages numbered.
• NO to approach ARC, HUCS, SCONUL and UKCISA to invite people to speak at Executive
meetings and get an idea of topics for discussion.
Ongoing actions from previous meeting:

2

•
•
•
•
•

3

4

1

NO to reconsider contractual processes with sponsors, to ensure that agreements are
written down as well as verbally agreed. Also, unsigned contracts should have an expiry
time by which to sign.
Executive to consider developing a membership tier for higher education providers with
up to 1,000 FTE students in the next Executive cycle.
NS and NO to confirm CPD topics before November 2018.
NR and CS to report back on the AMOSSHE registrars networking session held at
national conference 2018.
JB to chase response from Office for Students to start engaging.

National Office update
• JB to send out an amended management report for May 2018.
• JB to circulate discussions and outcomes with accountant to Executive.
• JB to write a formal reserves policy
• NO to recirculate correct membership figures.
AMOSSHE development feedback
• NO to schedule a fringe session at conference to update members.
• BP to include a thank you to members for their input and opportunities to pick this up
at conference 2018 in the next newsletter.

5

CPD update
• NO to implement attendance certificate.

7

Accounts and finance systems
• JB to check that Menzies pricing structures are correct.

8

National conference

Item no.

10

11

12

Actions
• NO to run searches for national conference venues for the coming 2 years (2020 and
2021).
GDPR update
• NO to action GDPR notification to members.
AMOSSHE representation
• BP to work with DFE on a survey of AMOSSHE members.
• BP and JA to produce an invitation letter about the Truth Project and coordinate with
UUK.
• AMOSSHE Wales insight feedback to be put on to the next agenda.
• JA to circulate elements of new step change updates from UUK mental health,
Executive to review.
Any Other Business
• JA to await feedback from CEO at DSA-QAG and let JB and NO know.
• NO to write an official letter on behalf of JA to DSA-QAG, SLC and DFE to say that we
have concerns about the framework and other issues, and we need representation and
engagement, and to articulate the differences across the UK nations.
• NO to approach Rebecca Harrison about representation on the DSA-QAG board.
• JS and HM to send Scotland and NI issues details with DSA-QAG to NO to inform JA's
letter.
• MB to represent on behalf of AMOSSHE.
• MB to compile a list of issues with DSA-QAG to address, and suggested solutions.

Item no.
1
Item no.
2

Title
Timing: 11:00 – 11:20 (20mins)
Reserved business
Title
Timing: 11:20 – 11:30 (10mins)
Previous meeting minutes and actions

Presented by
Jayne Aldridge

Paper

Presented by
Jayne Aldridge

Paper
17-18-27

Previous minutes agreed.
Ongoing actions from previous meeting:
•
•
•
•
•

NO to reconsider contractual processes with sponsors, to ensure that agreements are written
down as well as verbally agreed. Also, unsigned contracts should have an expiry time by which to
sign.
Executive to consider developing a membership tier for higher education providers with up to
1,000 FTE students in the next Executive cycle.
NS and NO to confirm CPD topics before November 2018.
NR and CS to report back on the AMOSSHE registrars networking session held at national
conference 2018.
JB to chase response from Office for Students to start engaging.

The Executive discussed a proposal from SCONUL, as they are setting a group for members with larger
portfolios and would like to collaborate with AMOSSHE.
ACTION: NO to approach ARC, HUCS, SCONUL, UKCISA to invite people to speak at Executive meetings and
get an idea of topics for discussion.

2

Item no.
3

Title Timing: 11:30 – 12:00 (30mins)
Discussion: National Office update
Management accounts April 2018
Initial budget 2018-19

Presented by
John Bloomfield

Paper
17-18-28
17-18-29
17-18-30

Overall, AMOSSHE has done better than expected with the CPD events put on over the course of 2017/18,
so the team are optimistic for the next academic year. The Executive Committee discussed a one-off
discrepancy the National Office has encountered when reconciling the AMOSSHE accounts. This is due to a
minor complication with VAT returns from the last quarter on SAGE.
ACTION: JB to send out an amended management report by end of May 2018.
ACTION: JB to circulate discussions and outcomes with accountant to Executive.
The Executive then discussed AMOSSHE’s policy on reserves. AMOSSHE’s current reserve policy includes a
minimum of six months of operating costs. It was agreed that AMOSSHE should have a formal written policy
demonstrating the agreed reserves position.
ACTION: JB to write a formal reserves policy
Alongside the recent change of accounting year to 1 August to 31 July, the Executive agreed to change our
accounting software from SAGE to XERO.
ACTION: NO to recirculate correct membership figures.
Item no.
4

Title Timing: 12:00 – 12:30 (30mins)
Discussion: AMOSSHE development feedback

Presented by
Benjamin Parsons

Paper
17-18-31

Following the professional development survey sent out to the membership earlier this year, the steer from
the membership overwhelmingly suggests we go ahead with funding this project. We now need to get in
resource to proceed, and should get started straight away. The Executive agreed to review this as a
programme of work set out in three phases: scoping, developing the outputs, and then implementation.
Any scoping work should include members views that are not just captured electronically. This may include
focus groups talking to members.
The executive discussed bringing in a consultant to complete the initial work. This could include producing
3-4 models for consideration by executive / members. Andrew West (previous chair of AMOSSHE) has been
in touch offering his support. It was agreed that consultants from within and external to the sector should
be approached about this to get a variety of proposals back. To move ahead it was agreed that AMOSSHE
needs to create a brief to send out to consultants, preferably sooner rather than later.
FA, JS and CW were happy to work with JA to create a brief for the work. Initial thoughts were to complete
this within the next 5 working days. The brief would be high level with a scoping timeframe of 3-6 months.
The Executive agreed that this brief should include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3

2/3 models to consider
A look at the landscape of HE (including the different organisations that work within it)
Models of good practice within wider sector including international relevant organisations
Further member engagement as part of the wider scoping (both face to face and digital)
Understanding BACP’s work, history and journey they have been on would be a good to approach
as one of the HE sector organisations
Timeline: to complete over the next 3-6months
Scope to get out in next 5 working days to enable proposals from consultants
Consultants should be from within a Student Services background and also external

Item no.
Title Timing: 12:00 – 12:30 (30mins)
Presented by
4
Discussion: AMOSSHE development feedback
Benjamin Parsons
• Identifying resource by asking for expressions of interest from consultants in the sector

Paper
17-18-31

The board have agreed we would like tenders of interest to:
•
•
•
•
•

Review member feedback from survey and identify requirements / directions.
Scope what's out there in the sector, to identify what we could add to / collaborate with / emulate.
Include member views in focus groups to ensure that our ideas correspond with their needs.
Propose two or three potential models, with costs, resource and potential project plans.
Identify two leads from Exec to steer this - one from a practitioner route, one not, to give two
perspectives: FS volunteered to lead - JA, CW and JS to work on the brief to get expressions of
interest.

Other ideas included:
•
•
•

Conversations with BACP would be beneficial
To schedule a fringe session at conference to update members and gain further feedback
To thank members for their input and that we will have opportunities to pick this up at conference

ACTION: NO to schedule a fringe session at conference to update members
ACTION: BP to include a thank you to members for their input and opportunities to pick this up at
conference 2018 in the next newsletter
Item no.

Title Timing: 12:30 – 13:00 (30mins)
Discussion: CPD
CPD 6 update
CPD1 confirmed topic
CPD2 & 3 topic discussion
CPD3 (WC) timings and location
Attendance certificate for CPD

5

Presented by
Nic Streatfield
CPD6 leads
Nic Streatfield

Paper

17-18-32

Anya Knight

The executive have agreed to organise between 5-6 CPD events in 2018/2019, JB confirmed that dropping a
smaller event from the six won't affect budget too much. A number of topics were discussed and a couple
were agreed.
Potential topics discussed include:
Agreed topics:
•
•
•

Partnerships, working with NHS / third parties in UK – NO to ensure this doesn’t clash with UUK
event
Winter conference: technology in Student Services – to include NMH as a strand in this
Potential Unipol collaborative event if money can be made

Discussed topics
• How universities have responded to DSA changes
• Online harassment and bullying as a CPD topic
• Sexual violence - disciplines, processes - Scotland? Webinar?
• Academics and SS - e.g. Work with UKAT
• Collaborative event with HUCS
The executive also agreed attendance certificates OK to issue out to members.
ACTION: NO to implement attendance certificate

4

Item
no.
6

Title

Timing: 13:00 – 13:20 (20mins)

Presented by

Paper

Presented by
John Bloomfield

Paper

Lunch

Item no.
7

Title Timing: 13:20 – 13:45 (25mins)
Discussion: Due diligence: Accountants and finance
systems

17-18-33

Executive are happy to confirm a phased approach when changing over to new finance systems and
accountants. The executive have also agreed that the accounting year is moving to August 1st 2018
alongside switching accounting software from SAGE to ZERO. If there is scope at the same time it was also
agreed to move from Macintyre Hudson to Menzies accountants providing their pricing structures are
correct.
ACTION: JB to check that Menzies pricing structures are correct.
Item no.
8

Title Timing: 13:45 – 14:15 (30mins)
Update: Conference 2018
Discussion: Conference 2019 venue presentation

Presented by
Conference leads
National Office

Paper

Planning for conference 2018 is going well and to plan, all keynotes are confirmed.
Executive agreed that AMOSSHE’s national conference 2019 will be held at the Birmingham Hilton
Metropole. Various models were proposed but primarily the executive agreed to look at booking
conference up two years in advance to secure good prices and the venues that we want.
ACTION: NO to run searches for national conference venues for the coming 2 years (2020 and 2021).
Item no.
9

Title Timing: 14:15 – 14:35 (20mins)
Discussion: AGM 2018

Presented by
John Bloomfield

Paper

Executive confirmed the following structure for the AMOSSHE annual general meeting (AGM) 2018:
•
•
•
•

Start with the year in review.
Announce the change of accounting year.
Election results.
Membership rates will remain the same.

JA, CS and HM to present together.
Item no.
10

Title
Timing: 14:35 – 14:55 (20mins)
Update: GDPR update

Presented by
John Bloomfield

Paper
17-18-35

Executive discussed the high priority actions written in the GDPR summary, and agreed that AMOSSHE
needs to send a notification out to members to say that members need to respect each others’ data privacy.
ACTION: NO to action GDPR notification to members.

5

Item no.

11

Title Timing: 14:55 – 15:15 (20mins)
AMOSSHE representation
OfS engagement update
Safe Campus Communities meeting feedback
Truth Project feedback
AMOSSHE Wales Insight feedback
UUK mental health working group update

Presented by

Paper

Jayne Aldridge
Benjamin Parsons
John Bloomfield
Jayne Aldridge

NO to have an initial conversation with Nicola Dandridge from the Office for Students (OfS) at the AMOSSHE
national conference in order to discuss AMOSSHE / OfS engagement.
Executive agreed to work with DFE to survey members about broadening the scope of the Safe Campus
Communities website.
Executive agreed to work with UUK and NUS to encourage members to become pilot institutions for the UK
government’s Truth Project, which aims to enable young people to give evidence about child abuse in
institutional contexts.
ACTION: BP to work with DFE on a survey of AMOSSHE members.
ACTION: BP and JA to produce an invitation letter about the Truth Project and coordinate with UUK.
ACTION: AMOSSHE Wales insight feedback to be put on to the next agenda
ACTION: JA to circulate elements of new step change updates from UUK mental health, executive to review
Item no.
12

Title
Timing: 15:15 – 15:30 (15mins)
AOB
DSA-QAG

Presented by
Jayne Aldridge

Paper

The Executive Committee discussed current difficulties with DSA-QAG around new GDPR policies and
student provision being stopped.
The Executive agreed that it is important for AMOSSHE, as a UK-wide organisation, to be represented on the
DSA-QAG board.
ACTION: JA to await feedback from CEO at DSA-QAG and let JB and NO know.
ACTION: NO to write an official letter on behalf of JA to DSA-QAG, SLC and DFE to say that we have concerns
about the framework and other issues, and we need representation and engagement, and to articulate the
differences across the UK nations.
ACTION: NO to approach Rebecca Harrison about representation on the DSA-QAG board.
ACTION: JS and HM to send Scotland and NI issues details with DSA-QAG to NO to inform JA's letter.
ACTION: MB to represent on behalf of AMOSSHE.
ACTION: MB to compile a list of issues with DSA-QAG to address, and suggested solutions.
Item no.
13

6

Title
Date, time and place of remaining meetings:
None – final meeting of 2017/18 Executive Committee.

Presented by
Jayne Aldridge

Paper

AMOSSHE Executive meeting
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Agenda
-

Apologies: Nicole Redman
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Timing: 11:00 – 11:20 (20mins)
1
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Presented by
Jayne Aldridge
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Item no.
2

Title
Timing: 11:20 – 11:30 (10mins)
Previous meeting minutes and actions

Presented by
Jayne Aldridge
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17-18-27

Item no.

Title
Timing: 11:30 – 12:00 (30mins)
Discussion: National office update
- Management accounts April 2018
Initial budget 2018-19
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Paper
17-18-28
17-18-29
17-18-30

3
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Presented by
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Jayne Aldridge

Paper reference: 17-18-28 | presented by: John Bloomfield

National Office update
Management accounts
The management accounts for end April 2018 have some larger profiling differences within them.
This is partly as it seems we have a profiling error within our accounts which has prevented us from
reconciling our accounts from mid March through to the end of April. This means that there is a
noticeable difference between actual figures and the budget. Our accountant will be coming in mid
June and will rectify the issue at this stage. I will then create new management accounts to the end
of May 2018 and sent out to the executive board.
Initial budget 2018-19
Paper reference 17-18-30 provides the executive board with a draft budget for the year 2018-19. As
you can see from the overview budget this predicts AMOSSHE to make between £18,000 - £22,000
for the year ending 31 July 2019.
There are a number of factors that have been included in this document and are listed below for
consideration by the executive board:
General
- Change to the accounting year to 1 August – 31 July. At present there are no costs in this
budget for the change of accounting year. I would envisage trying to get one-off costs
accounted for in the year end 17-18.
- Caters for the same number of CPD events (6) as we have in the current year and based on
in year revisions
- Includes a calculation at the bottom for money available to AMOSSHE from our reserves
account – taking into account a move of £25,000 from current to reserves account at the
end of this financial year. This could certainly be increased howerver I would prefer to wait
until we have completed the year before moving additional money across on a permanent
basis.
Income
- Increased cost of some of our smaller CPD events by £5.00. I would look to do more bespoke
budgets based on the topics we choose to differentiate each one appropriate to the
audience, but this provides an overall income and expenditure target. I have not increased
costs of Winter Conference.
- I have not increased sponsorship due to it bring difficult to hit targets this year anyway. I am
confident that with renewed focus and a change in packages that we can manage the
expectations on sponsorship targets for 18-19.
Expenditure
- Removed DODS costs as our contract has now finished
- Removed GDPR budget
- Reduced international engagement budget by £1000
- Reduced accounting budget in line with move to Menzies and Xero (whilst accounting for
some additional cost to get up and running)
- Included business rates in tenancy costs

Paper reference: 17-18-28 | presented by: John Bloomfield
The total for the 2018-2019 would be a profit of between £18,000 - £22,000. We still have a buffer in
our corporation tax deficit but a majority of this may be taken up with profit from the end of the 1718 financial year. Worse case scenario is that we would have to be 20% of corporation tax on our
profit which would bring the final total to: £14,450 – 17,800. This combined with previous profits,
reserves over and above the minimum of 6 months and profit from 2-17-18 provides us with a
healthy buffer in which to develop AMOSSHE in the future.
Membership update
Figures for membership to 20 May are as follows:
Membership type
Tier 1 organisation
Tier 2 organisation
Tier 3 organisation
Additional member
International member
International additional
Less than 50% HE
Corporate organisation
Corporate additional
Individual member
Non-profit organisation
Non-profit additional
Student member
Total organisations
Total members

May 2018
73
62
27
224
14
11
0
2
2
3
2
0
3
178
681

Previous meeting figures
72
61
27
212
14
11
0
1
0
3
2
0
3
175
672

We have had three additional organisations join us, these are below:
-

London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine
Yale-NUS College
Unite Students

Office team
The office team are extremely busy at the moment preparing for national the final CPD event of the
year and the actions for GDPR.
As always is there are any specific questions please direct these to John Bloomfield.

Directors Finance Summary
April 2018
Budget

Year to date

Code Income
200 Conference
300 CPD

Actual

Budget

Variance

Full Year

£91,844.00
£61,230.00

£60,066.00
£59,390.00

£31,778.00
£1,840.00

£120,131.00
£59,390.00

% of full Notes
year
budget
achieved
TD*
76
103

Sponsorship

£37,200.84

£52,225.00

(£15,024.16)

£53,225.00

70

Membership
Other
TOTAL

£126,702.75
£5.61
£316,983.20

£123,795.00

£2,907.75

£123,580.06

103

£295,476.00

£21,507.20

£356,326.06

89

Central

£39,639.63

£73,314.00

£33,674.37

£101,079.10

39

Conference
CPD
Executive
Futures
Insight
Membership
TOTAL

£15,797.46
£18,380.04
£2,228.40
£1,133.71
£2,278.45
£1,035.00
£80,492.69

£22,979.00
£50,142.00
£8,400.00
£2,744.00
£2,806.00
£3,850.00
£164,235.00

£7,181.54
£31,761.96
£6,171.60
£1,610.29
£527.55
£2,815.00
£83,742.31

£149,532.12
£64,007.97
£10,650.00
£3,717.51
£12,369.40
£3,850.00
£345,206.10

11
29
21
30
18
27
23

TOTAL Surplus / Deficit

£236,490.51

£131,241.00

£105,249.51

£11,119.96

£69,988.17
£8,185.23
£26,850.72
£105,024.12

£73,131.00
£11,320.00
£21,896.00
£106,347.00

£3,142.83
£3,134.77
(£4,954.72)
£1,322.88

£114,310.49
£15,140.00
£113,287.20
£242,737.69

Expenditure

10
200
300
20
400
500
100

Have not yet paid anything from the following from the budget: GDPR (6000), quarterly tenancy bill (7000),
international engagement (3000), VAT adjustments (2000), staff cost adjustment (6000) = £24,000. Remainder
is various profiling elements
Currently not paid any money towards conference venue or AV
Timing difference for payments of the last 2 CPD events.

Area specific expenditure
6000 Staffing
7100 Travel
7020 Venue hire
TOTAL
TOTAL Cash position
30/04/2018

Main account
Savings account
TOTAL

61
54
24

£110,479.24
£110,158.99
£220,638.23

Notes on reading the management report
1

* The full year budget percentage relates to how much income / expenditure has been raised and spent against our budgeted expectations for the year to date

2

The year to date figure only is shown as the monthy figures can vary against budget

3

Area specific expenditure is shown against those areas that are of interest to the executive

4

Figures in red are negative figures

5

Any additional information is supplied on the corresponding executive paper

AMOSSHE

Department
Code

Month
Description

Income

Membership income
CPD income
Conference income
Project / research grant
Sponsorship Income
Release of capital grant

6
Jan

7
Feb

8
Mar

9
Apr

23,085
17,875
40,960

5,830
14,675
20,505

30,033
13,675
43,708

13,350
30,033
43,383

30,033
30,033

30,033
30,033

-

-

8,339
3,532
2,200
2,607
851
500
9,690

8,339
3,532
2,200
2,607
851
500
9,690

8,339
3,532
2,200
2,607
851
500
9,690

8,339
3,532
2,200
2,607
851
500
9,690

8,339
3,532
2,200
2,607
851
500
9,690

8,339
3,532
2,200
2,607
851
500
9,690

8,339
3,532
2,200
2,607
650
851
500
10,340

8,339
3,532
2,200
2,607
851
500
9,690

8,339
3,532
2,200
2,607
851
500
9,690

219
2,900
1,000
110
10
200
155
2,290
360
235
10
5
335
40
84
35
399
324
15
8,726

450
8,177
1,000
110
10
200
155
2,340
10
235
100
135
220
205
90
1,044
6,529
200
866
15
22,091

110
10
200
155
1,190
10
35
10
5
5
40
84
35
200
293
15
2,397

2,519
2,300
110
10
200
155
940
110
35
100
10
50
5
40
84
35
399
15
2,000
9,117

110
10
200
155
2,270
10
435
10
70
5
40
1,044
6,529
200
410
15
11,513

-

-

3,000
-

-

3,000
110
10
200
155
390
1,510
35
4,416
10
70
5
40
84
35
6,000
200
356
10,000
15
26,641

89,370
110
10
200
155
940
10
35
100
10
50
5
40
84
35
200
15
91,369

110
10
200
155
650
10
635
100
10
20
305
40
3,500
6,529
200
5,354
15
20,843

110
10
200
155
140
10
35
10
5
40
84
35
200
15
1,049

4
Nov

2
Sep

3
Oct

42,060
42,060

42,060
6,000
48,060

42,060
10,650
52,710

7,525
7,525

8,223
3,532
2,084
2,607
839
493
9,555

8,339
3,532
2,200
2,607
851
500
9,690

8,339
3,532
2,200
2,607
851
500
9,690

100
4,000
110
82
200
155
700
35
10
5
5
40
84
5,035
200
15
10,776

99
110
10
200
1,000
155
250
35
10
5
5
40
1,044
6,529
200
15
9,707

430
4,300
110
10
200
155
1,340
10
35
175
73
90
5
40
84
35
200
586
15
2,000
9,893

1
Aug

5
Dec

10
May

11
Jun

12
Jul

126,179.20
60,440.00
120,131.00
52,225.00
358,975.20

no increase
Increased rates for average CPD by £5 (not WC)
Not increased conference cost
Sponsorship target is the same

Expenditure
Staff Related Costs
Permanent Staff Costs
Executive Director
Operations Coordinator
Head of Engagement
Temporary Staff
Employers NI
Employers Pensions
Recruitment Expenses

Other Direct Costs
Marketing and Publicity
Research and Survey Costs
Venue Hire cost
Speaker Fee
Conferences misc
Website Maintenance
GDPR assessment costs
Affiliations / Subscriptions
Training - Staff
Insurance
Telephone
Travel
Hospitality
NASPA
Subsistence
Refreshments
Printing
Photocopying
Postage and Carriage
Stationary
Accounting Fee
Consultancy and Professional Fee
Tenancy costs
Legal Costs
Equipment Hire
Minor Equipment / Software purchases
Sound Technician
Repair and Renewals
Miscellaneous/Contingency
Licenses
Project Grant
Bank Interest Paid
Bank Charges
International engagement
VAT adjustment
Blank
Blank
Blank

Depreciation
Fixture and Fitting Depn

99,948.11 Includes pension and NI
42,386.57
26,283.07
31,278.48
650.00
10,194.71
5,996.89
116,789.70 NO staff salary increase of 1.7% (Just as a reference)

4,298.00
111,265.76
7,300.00
1,320.00
192.00
2,400.00
1,000.00
1,860.00
13,440.00
2,050.00
1,820.00
4,991.30
308.00
590.00
890.00
530.00
7,304.00
31,398.08
6,000.00
2,798.00
8,187.85
10,000.00
180.00
2,000.00
2,000.00
224,122.99

-

Removed DODS cost
CPD and Conference venues mainly
Conference mainly but some backup for CPD events
ongoing website costs at present
Times Higher subscription and HESA data for membership renewals

Reduced from £9000
Includes rent, business rates, cleaning and broadband

Office Equipment Depn

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Total Expenditure

20,331

19,397

19,583

18,415

31,781

12,086

18,806

21,203

36,331

Net Surplus/(Deficit)

21,729

28,663

33,127 -

10,890

9,179

8,419

24,902

22,180 -

AMOSSHE Reserves position 2017-18

6,298 -

101,709
71,676 -

-

-

30,532

10,739

30,532 -

10,739

After CT

Staffing
Website maintenance
Insurance
Telephone
Accounting fee
Bank charges
Tenancy
DODS
TOTAL

£ 116,789.70
£
1,320.00
£
1,000.00
£
1,860.00
£
7,304.00
£
180.00
£ 31,398.08
£
£ 159,851.78

Current reserves
Cost per month (average)
Calculated reserves (months)

£ 135,000.00
£ 13,320.98
10

Remaining reserves after 6 months removed

£

53,283.93

340,912.69
18,062.51 TOTAL
4,093.92 Projected save on contigency (50%)
22,156.44 TOTAL
14,450.01 TOTAL
17,725.15 TOTAL including projected contingency savings
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AMOSSHE professionalisation survey responses
18 May 2018
Survey response
• 52 responses
• 47 organisations (26% of member organisations)
Roles of respondents:
•
•
•
•
•

27% Head of service area
25% Director of Student Services or similar
21% service manager
15% Head of Student Services or similar
12% frontline staff (counsellor, disability officer, or similar)

Do you think that AMOSSHE ought to invest funds and staff resources in this sort of
project?
• Yes - 96%
• No - 4%
Would you be happy for AMOSSHE to spend some initial time and resource to investigate
exactly what we could do in this area and accomplish for members (for example, a year of
staff time)?
• Yes - 96%
• No - 4%
Comments supporting the idea:
•
•
•

•

This sounds like an excellent idea that should benefit members.
Fully support the long-term professional development of our members.
Useful to map out professional routes. Over recent years we have attracted a range
of social work, counselling and other health related backgrounds to professional
roles in Student Services. So would be interest to see what is practice across the
sector.
This is a project that has the prospect of long-term benefits so it feels appropriate to
commit resources to this at this stage to investigate and develop the project.

Comments about the scope and timing:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Project needs to be well scoped.
It is worth spending time to get this right!
Something like this needs to be effectively project managed, and I think before you
start a project in earnest you do need to be clear what you are trying to achieve. The
scale of the ambition needs to match the resources available.
A year of staff time would allow a project of this size to be researched effectively.
I don't think it will take long to identify a project or projects to pursue. A small
number of interviews / focus group discussions will help you identify quickly the
common needs / themes, which you can then use to determine the scope of your
initial work. Don't make it too big, deliver it quickly and learn from this.
I think a year is an excessive amount of time to do this. I think the right person /
people should be able to get a handle on this much more quickly. I think a year
spent on something like this will tend to mean it loses focus. It needs to be sharp
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•

•
•
•
•

and rapid to gain traction. People rapidly lose interest if they don't see outputs, and
I don't think this will succeed without some public and assertive backing.
I think that the scoping exercise needs to come out with concrete proposals. I
wouldn't support an approach that remained as vague as it currently is, following
the scoping process. I also think the whole exercise including outputs need to take
ideally no more than 18 months.
An extended time period is likely to come across as a lack of strategic direction.
A year of staff time for initial investigation seems like a lot though!
A year of staff time sounds a lot, but if proportionate value were provided that
would be good.
Would it really take a year?

Cautions:
•
•
•

•

Public and sector facing commitments should be maintained - AMOSSHE must not
lose its profile in the sector as a whole.
Need to ensure we complement existing offerings from other professional
organisations.
Specialist areas (e.g. Counselling and Disability Support) have their own
organisations (e.g. NADP) that support their specific development needs. But there
is a danger that we appear to specialise what are often quite general services / roles,
which then limits the development opportunities.
The field is far too broad to develop a single system to cover all permutations.

Do you think that AMOSSHE can usefully add to the professionalisation offerings that are
already available in the sector?
• Yes - 98%
• No - 2%
Comments supportive of AMOSSHE entering this sector:
•
•

•
•

•
•

Yes: clear routes and a more professional-led sector.
Many skills are required that cross professional boundaries where student support
delivery is concerned. It would be good recognise a profession that is not e.g.
Counselling, MH etc, especially at management level, and to open up career options
more holistically for those interested in supporting students.
AMOSSHE have a clearer understanding of the current HE environment within
Student Services and are best placed to develop the professional offerings that are
needed in the sector.
The jump from being an experienced practitioner within a certain area of delivery
(counselling, disability, money advice etc) to having the skills, theoretical
frameworks and confidence to successfully make the transition to student services
leadership is far harder than many people assume. The vacuum in this area currently
means many of us are ill equipped for that transition and we lose very good people
to managers (who may be very competent) who have no practitioner experience.
As the professional body representing its members having a one-stop offering of
professionalization would enhance the coherence of the profession as a whole and
enable good career progression for members.
I still think that Student Services in the sector can be overlooked or still considered
as an afterthought rather than playing a crucial role in the Student Experience. The
knowledge AMOSSHE have will help to professionalise Students Services.
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•
•

There is not currently clear career progression in this area, and this is not helped by
lack of consistency in job titles, salaries etc across the sector. Standardisation of the
sector and roles would be helpful.
Most certainly, because AMOSSHE has a level of detail and experience through its
members that other organisations don't have.

Cautions on AMOSSHE doing this:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Providing you focus on niche areas of expertise, such as the health and wellbeing of
students, yes. The danger is that you drift into general leadership and management
development, which is highly competitive territory.
Yes, so long as it takes a broad view, not focussing in on topical issues.
Yes, I think AMOSSHE has a role in this (but probably not to the extent implied in the
first two questions in terms of level of resource).
While there are some function specific qualifications, the management aspect of
Student Services is very much lacking in structured development and qualification.
This isn't something I would want to do now but would have done earlier in my
career.
The field is far too broad to develop a single system to cover all permutations.
We can learn from others but should recognise that Student Services is unique!
Yes... in terms of a professional competencies description of student services work
for recruitment and job role development. But it needs to have a clear purpose. It
needs to be distinct from similar work (e.g. AUA) and ideally complimentary to
international examples (e.g. CACUSS, NASPA).

Reflections on the existing offerings:
•
•

Some areas seem very amateurish, others are perhaps lacking a back-up resource
and organisation. Bodies like NADP provide a perfect back-up for disability staff.
I think there is very little available which could really be described as 'training'.
Conferences, despite being publicised as having a specific theme, usually involve
people basically showcasing things they have done - which whilst sometimes
interesting isn't in my view as structured as it might be.

Suggestions:
•
•
•
•

I think that potentially AMOSSHE could build up a portfolio of activities and training
that are competency based, and maybe even carrying credits towards academic and
/ or management qualifications.
AMOSSHE would, by taking this approach, influence other organisations to consider
doing so as well. AMOSSHE could also commission organisations to develop
materials for them.
It needs some joint working with AUA.
We are all focused on professionalising our related services, many of which carry
their own professional accreditation, but depending on departmental makeup of
services this is not necessarily comprehensive. An AMOSSHE quality stamp of some
sort would provide value in terms of making our case to our respective institutions
that we all meet a recognised benchmark. Possibly something along the lines of
Investors in People or the Customer Service Excellence badges. Post-graduate
course in Student Services Administration and Practice (PG Cert/PD Dip/Masters),
for example. Might also be worth exploring the development of a Student Services
strand / version of the AUA PG Cert.
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What could AMOSSHE do differently to other providers to help develop UK Student
Services as a profession?
Responses about frameworks / accreditation:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Apart from BIFM, which is purely FM related, there are no other professional
qualifications that I know of that are specific to student services
The AUA offers a postgraduate certificate, I think AMOSSHE should work to bring in
some formal accreditation.
Help design courses that are accredited / recognised that then help candidates stand
out when going for higher roles.
Develop a recognised professional competence framework.
A framework leading to a clear academic underpinning of the praxis of student
services professionals along the lines of the postgraduate study of student affairs in
the US is long overdue.
Establish recognised professional qualification.
Map out career pathways in Student Services, which may be quite diverse. We could
also consider a portfolio accreditation scheme.
We can struggle with resourcing specialists (visas, finance, accommodation,
disability etc) and ideally we need a more flexible advice service without
compromising quality of advice. And help in how we can move staff round to gain
different expertise and then to keep that up to date. Framework for developing staff
would be useful.
Establish a set of criteria that pulls together other providers frameworks into an
overarching quality mark. For example, within my remit I have Student
Accommodation, English Language Training, Money Advice, International Student
Advisory, Academic Study Skills, Wellbeing etc, all accredited via their respected
accreditation bodies, plus CSE overall (in conjunction with other student facing
services academic Services and Information, Systems and Support (library) ), but no
overarching quality identifier.
Would it be possible to develop a framework that would bring together some of the
professional qualifications (or elements there of) required by our members?
A recognised professional qualification.
Create a requirement amongst HEIs that staff hold either professional membership
or some form of accreditation for employment in student services?

Comments about establishing the nature / pathways of Student Services:
•
•

•
•

•

Recognise multi-faceted skills required as above.
I often look for information on key areas of Student Services for new starters. This is
sometimes available or not. We therefore find that we have to make lots of these
resources internally. No doubt we are all setting different standards across different
institutions.
Something distinctive that describes career pathways, professional competencies
might be useful. It should not be at the cost of AMOSSHE's sector profile and
influence on behalf of members.
I think Student Services is a very particular professional, student / customer facing
area, with related skill set and roles, within the wider HE sector. I am proud of my
role within Student Services, but I don't think there is enough industry definition of
the attributes and qualities, within this particular area.
We can explore our specific professionalisms more accurately than other
organisations, mapping progression routes upwards and diagonally across student
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•
•
•

services, HEIs and across sectors. By developing a career culture for our members
we can raise the profile of our expertise and value to the HE sector.
I think it is about the detail of the competencies, range of responsibilities, breadth of
institutional contributions that members are aware of that others are not.
Benchmark some of the core roles within Student Services and the capabilities
associated with them - and develop a set of universally recognised roles with clear
career paths.
Look at the broad range of services encompassed by Student Services, i.e. academic
support as well as pastoral and personal.

Unique aspects of AMOSSHE in this field:
•
•
•
•
•
•

AMOSSHE, unlike other providers, represents a wide range of usually well-integrated
student support services, which work to establish an embedded position in the
institution. That overview and perspective is unique in my mind.
AMOSSHE has a good around experience of Students Services functions and is well
respected in the sector.
AMOSSHE is the organisation with the broadest membership base and is uniquely
positioned to take sector leadership in this area.
Provide the very specific HE context that is so important.
AMOSSHE is in a unique position to set the agenda in relation to these issues. I think
AMOSSHE adopting a more systematic approach would influence other
organisations to do likewise.
Personally I believe AMOSSHE already do great work to develop Student Services.
The CPD opportunities and conferences enable Student Services to develop and
network better than any other providers in my opinion.

Cautions:
•

It should not be at the cost of AMOSSHE's sector profile and influence on behalf of
members.

Suggestions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Consider linkages with professional bodies that oversee counselling, social work and
other similar disciples for any key learning or crossover.
Include Student Voice in consultation process.
I’m not sure we can do anything differently as it has all been done before, what we
could do is look at best practice across different professions and build a model that
suits us.
The development of the ResLife in the US is a good example of how the
development of Student Services as a profession in the UK can be approached.
Focus on the overall student services element. There is little point in replicating
what (eg NADP) already offer, so this should be about overall student services rather
than the individual components.
I am not sure if it is possible, but gaining some form of consensus as to what
"Student Services" is across the UK would be good as different universities use it in
different ways. At its most basic then it is the provision of a service to students so
would include many areas (e.g. postgraduate administration). One might argue
some form of divide between "applicants" and "students" but a lot of the skillset is
quite generic and should pervade all our work with students (including prospective
students). There could be mileage in providing a very general (arguably "low" level)
activity as well as more specialist ones. I suppose there is then a line about what the
AUA does / would do.
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•
•
•
•
•

•

An opportunity to develop sector wide values and principles.
More proactive support / response to current HE issues in this area.
Identify and/or deliver courses / educational programmes aimed at the profession.
As the professional body of Student Support leaders and managers it should be
setting minimum standards for the profession as a whole and enabling career
progression through CPD.
Work with the network of staff currently working in Student Services to share
expertise to develop CPD resources and maybe qualifications to help staff starting
their career in Student Services. Work with colleagues to identify key competencies
and skills and identify developmental pathways for career progression.
Develop professional body status that equals established bodies that would give the
same kudos and have political teeth in the event of changes.

Are there any particular aspects of the project as outlined above that we should focus on?
Core competencies framework:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The development of the core competencies would be a helpful development - not
the 'what we do' but the 'way we do things'. Each university has a different set up of
Student Services / Affairs, but what joins us together professionally are our
competencies / framework of behaviours.
Particularly interested in common frameworks to boost career progression and
flexibility of workforce.
I believe the idea of working on core competencies and targeting activity based
around this makes complete sense.
Think the suggestion of developing core competencies for Student Services
managers is a good one.
Provide a useful framework to help staff who are new to senior Student Services
roles to understand the core aspects of the work.
Creation of framework and the self-assessment tool.
Development of a professional framework - and you might find it helpful to talk to
the AUA, who have considerable experience in this area.
I think producing a framework would be a key output.
A framework of roles for the sector to use, with consistently applied criteria for
knowledge and experience, which could be used to establish recognised career
progression pathways.
Framework.

Benchmarking:
•
•
•

The annual Benchmarking perhaps might direct the initial approach to identify
career paths.
Benchmarking tools and raising the profile of Student Services would be particularly
useful.
I would be particularly interested in benchmarking of IAG across the service.

Professional qualifications:
•
•
•

Could there be prof quals like they have in the US where Student Services is a
profession with established career routes?
I really like the work that AUA have done on creating a qualification and the
professional standards framework. Something similar to those, but acknowledging
the breadth of our work would be great!
Qualifications.
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CPD framework:
•
•

A CPD framework, with an ambition of a more clearly defined academic and career
framework.
A systemic way of ensuring CPD programming, which is targeted and therefore
sustainable would seem a progressive idea.

Toolkits:
•
•

Toolkits for institutions to apply in the preparation of future leaders.
Improve the professional image and provide a self-assessment tool kit.

Raising the profile of Student Services:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Give others within the higher education sector an understanding of the work of a
Student Services senior professional.
Improve the professional image of Student Services leaders within and outside of
higher education. These are the two areas I feel we can struggle with as functions
within Student Services vary in the sector. It is difficult as a manager to negotiate
further resources, explain our role within retention / student engagement etc if
other managers and leaders are uncertain of the role of a Student Services.
Improve the professional image and provide a self-assessment tool kit.
Continue to raise awareness about the many different aspects of Student Services
and the significant impact of our work to raise the profile of what we do.
Mechanisms to drive / improve professionalism of practitioners and improving
sector understanding of the value of highly skilled student support staff.
Identify and clearly outline the impact that the profession does or is expected to
have on the success of the HEIs. Then develop the core professional competences to
support that.
Establish what UK research exists on the contribution made by Student Services.

Recruitment / career mobility:
•
•
•
•
•

Movement between professional disciplines. Growing your portfolio for the next
move. Gaining credibility as a non-academic. Seeking low-cost / no cost
development opportunities via project and university-wide initiatives.
How to transition from operational work to strategic work to make the move to
more senior roles.
Assist with recruiting, inducting and supporting the high performance of staff within
Student Services.
Providing support for staff working in more general areas of "wellbeing"?
Supporting under-represented groups in the workforce (in addition to our
students!). Be that women in leadership roles or other target groups.

Cautions:
•

•
•

I don't think at this stage the profession is mature enough for a framework of
competencies - I think we have a huge range within our membership and I can see
that the outcome of this is it not handled sensitively could actually be quite
undermining to some colleagues.
I think that there are some people who have a very strong level of expertise in some
areas, where they may resent the idea that AMOSSHE centrally could determine
what their competency ought to be in that area.
I think in the short term it would be appropriate to develop a range of skill areas,
rather than something which looks too much like a person spec, and supporting
activities and resources. In time perhaps we could move towards more of a
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framework but I think that does imply becoming more of a 'professional' body,
which is the opposite direction of travel to recent moves to open up the
membership.
Other thoughts:
•
•

•

Integration of the various arms of student services would be very useful.
For me, developments like learning analytics capabilities raise some significant
questions on the nature of student support: when interventions are made, by
whom, and how roles like personal tutors are not overloaded. I recently wrote an
article as part of the PhD I am studying that looked at role of student support on
analytics - it was interesting in an analysis of the TEF provider statements how new
job titles are starting to emerge filling perceived gaps to address progression issues
in particular. Skillsets of traditional programme / course officer type roles are
changing.
Everyone I speak to is grappling with the same issues: (a) how can we develop a
service delivery model that enables us to support more students at lower cost? (b)
what does it mean to develop a customer focus whilst also treating students as
partners in their learning? (c) how do we retain and develop good people, whilst
also facilitating more movement in and out of the profession?

Are there any other areas in which AMOSSHE could / should invest money to make a
positive long-term difference to our members and the sector?
CPD / training:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Middle management CPD to enhance and further develop profession (and
succession plan for future of profession).
Continue to invest in training.
More training as you have mentioned to help support staff within Student Services.
Focus on effective, regional, wide-ranging training.
Online training courses for more junior colleagues who have aspirations to become
managers, or who have been identified as having the necessary skill sets and
characteristics.
Credit bearing educational programmes at a range of levels for a variety of roles /
specialisms.
Livestreaming or video-recording of seminars / events so that a wider group of staff
can participate, hopefully at a reduced rate for livestream or free after the event.
Current budgets don' t stretch to many staff development opportunities especially
where travel and accommodation are required.

Collaborative working:
•

•
•

It may be worth looking internationally to see if there is more opportunities to cross
share. I would like to see if job sharing (or even knowledge sharing) more openly
would benefit other Universities. Perhaps lobbying senior student services leaders to
introduce a minimum number of hours for staff to attend other universities to gain
knowledge, may lead to more opportunities and industry development.
Working closely with other bodies such as HUCS, NASMA and UMHAN so work in the
sector is joined up and not fragmented.
I think the challenge around the provision of support for students who are - or
perceive themselves to be - experiencing mental ill health remains unsolved. It
would be good to see AMOSSHE engaging directly with institutions to develop
experimental solutions and helping with their evaluation.
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Profile and influence:
•

•

•
•

I would like to see AMOSSHE developing more policy positions. We all know that
'expert' opinion which comes from outside our organisations is often afforded more
credence than that that comes from within. It would be good to use more of the
'collective wisdom' of AMOSSHE to be able to move issues forwards.
Profile and influence - about ensuring the work AMOSSHE members do is valued by
institutions, the wider sector and policy makers. If this proposal helps to do that
then it is a good thing. But it should not be at the cost of profile and influence. Policy
interest might be moving in favour of AMOSSHE members' work (graduate
outcomes, mental health, resilience, sexual violence, elements of marketisation,
institutional differentiation etc). Would not want AMOSSHE to become too
internally orientated and miss these opportunities to progress value of the
profession.
Anything to help develop a clear understanding of the contribution professional
service staff can make to the educational experience of students in HE.
Recognition of membership - e.g Fellowship scheme, and possibly considering
benefits for other Student Services staff, or even a sister organisation or separate
tier for wider membership.

Other thoughts:
•
•
•

Research. Working closely with other bodies such as HUCS, NASMA and UMHAN so
work in the sector is joined up and not fragmented.
The development of staff, benchmarking Services and appointment of high quality /
qualified staff.
Making the case for resources - we all struggle with getting the resources we need.

Cautions:
•

I think we need to be careful here as to whether this is prioritising existing AMOSSHE
resources (i.e. stopping / reducing some things) as opposed to a requirement for
new investment and where that money would come from (e.g. not asking member
institutions for more money in subscriptions).
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CPD 2018/19 planning update
•
•

6 CPD events with potentially a 7th joint with Unipol on accommodation/mental health
3-4 webinars

CPD 1 – How have universities responded to the changes in DSA?
Speakers could be chosen from the following links
https://nadp-uk.org/conferences/workshop-dsas-modernisation-a-workshop-on-issues-goodpractice-and-developing-effective-solutions/ Pete Quinn / Elaine Shillcock
https://nadp-uk.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/Breakout-Group-Choices-for-NADP-IC2018.pdf
I think the conversation at Exec was more along the lines of a topic looking at response to DSA
changes rather than inclusive teaching itself. For instance I’d be keen to hear how mental health
mentors have been used? There are quite a few sessions in the NADP conference we could borrow.
Venue – south or midlands
CPD2 - Partnerships with NHS / third parties
Mental health is very much in the news so we could do this as CPD 2. I’m not sure when the Step
Change pilots finish and report back – perhaps March 2019 - in which case we could go mental
health for CPD2. However with the recent report http://www.universitiesuk.ac.uk/policy-andanalysis/reports/Documents/2018/minding-our-future-starting-conversation-student-mentalhealth.pdf which was BBC news at 10 lead story I wonder if partnership working would be a better
CPD2. I can think of quite a few local initiatives but also more strategic city wide collaborations. Plus
there are quite a few suicide safer city projects. This then becomes a mental health / partnerships
CPD offering which fits in with the above report and accompanying news story
Venue – might be a good idea to host in a city with a strong joined up approach – Manchester, York,
Worcester
CPD3 – Winter conference – Technology in student services
This needs some thinking about as there are a number of possibilities. The use of Learning analytics
is growing and how this helps/hinders student support would be interesting to discuss. It could be
on what technological interactions students expect (Eric Stoller?) or how technology has already
helped (blackbullion, silvercloud etc) – this should be an easy conference to get sponsors to attend.
Venue - Cardiff
Other possible CPD options for the rest of the programme could include;
• Hate crime
• Working collaboratively with Student Unions
• Student Services/academics joint delivery e.g. we could do a CPD on academic tutoring /
student support
• Joint HUCS event
• Joint UKCISA event with focus on supporting international students
• A professional development event for Student Services professionals
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AMOSSHE Accounts and finance systems due diligence
Background
At the beginning of the executive year the Executive Director was asked to complete a due diligence
assessment on our current account services and systems. It has been 3 years since we agreed the
previous contract and it would seem appropriate that this is reviewed given that our financial
situation is not as critical as in previous years.
Three accountants were approached to provide a proposal which included a face to face meeting
with the Executive Director of AMOSSHE to explain our needs and to evaluate their services:
-

MacIntyre Hudson (current accountants)
Harwood Hutton
Menzies LLP

Criteria for proposal
All three were asked to produce a proposal based on the following:
Ongoing Support and maintenance:
- Compiling UK VAT return on quarterly basis (including quality check of data at the same
time)
- Answer of adhoc questions
- Monthly payroll services
- Annual financial statement preparation
- Annual corporation tax computation and submission
- Set fee for training costs (based on ½ day bookings)
Potential one-off project work
- Transferring AMOSSHE accounts to a new accounting package (Xero)
- Quote for compliance of accounting principles in line with charity status (with and without
trading arm)
- Any foreseeable costs for managing change to charity status from accounting compliance
perspective

Outcomes
Unfortunately, our current accountants have failed to provide all the information within a timely
manner for the additional work (we already had the existing costs) so only proposals from Harwood
Hutton and Menzies are shown below in a comparable table for the one off project work.

Ongoing support (based on a yearly cost)
Prep of year end statements
Year end corporation tax returns
Quarterly VAT return
Payroll services

MacIntyre Hudson

Menzies

Harwood Hutton

£ 2,500.00
£ 1000.00
£ 3,500
£ 800.00

£ 2,750.00
£ 750.00
£ 2,400.00
£ 900.00

£ 2,600.00
£ 150.00
£ 650.00
£ 540.00
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TOTAL for current costs
One off project work
Xero set up and transfer
Xero training (based on half a day)
Annual charity status compliance W trading arm
Annual charity status compliance W/O trading arm
Set up and management costs for transition to charity
TOTAL for project work

£ 8,300.00

£ 6,800.00

£4,375.00
£1,050.00
Further request
Further request
Further request
£ -

£ 300.00
£ 300.00
£ 3,750.00
£ 4,750.00
£3-£6000.00
£ 12,100.00

£ 3,940.00

£ 700.00
£ 3,100.00
£ 3,100.00
£ 6,900.00

Xero is an online accounting system that would be significant improvement on sage from a National
Office perspective. Sage was ideal and necessary for when we initialling had to navigate our VAT
complexity and was the preferred software of choice as it was recognised and stable. Xero has come
onto the market over the past 4 years and is performing better than sage at making organisations
more efficient with a user friendly interface.
MacIntyre Hudson’s quote for the work on transitioning to Xero is much higher as they have
proposed working with us to seek to integrate Xero and our membership database to make us more
efficient. This is not what we originally asked for but would potentially be a longer term ambition.
The training on the software would be the same across the proposals, training AMOSSHE staff how
to use Xero.
Both Harwood Hutton and Menzies also knew of AMOSSHE as their staff had worked with us
previously during their time at MacIntyre Hudson and therefore were familiar with our VAT
situation, the size of the organisation and how we run.

Conclusion and recommendation
The response from McIntyre Hudson to our proposal has been disappointing given they are our
current accountant and therefore only needed to provide detail on the additional work. Harwood
Hutton’s proposal also lacks detail and clarity on certain areas for which it was necessary to seek
further clarification from the lead member (to which I have had no response).
Menzies were extremely professional in the meeting, showed good knowledge of AMOSSHE and
talked through charity status alternatives in detail. They also provided a good proposal in good time,
and are a slightly cheaper alternative.
I would recommend that AMOSSHE seeks to move to Menzies accountants if time and resource
allows us to do this as streamlined as possible. This may be an issue to be completed by 1 August
due to us also changing over our accounting year. I would seek to discuss this with Menzies and see
if a suitable plan could be put in place for a smooth transition at which point I would agree the terms
of contract.
Regardless of change of accountant, AMOSSHE should seek to move to Xero accounting software to
enable us to implement new financial processes to make AMOSSHE more efficient in its day to day
administration and management of accounts.
Any changes to our accountants and systems should ideally take place at the end of this financial
year. Given our current discussions within AMOSSHE this would be 31 July – 1 August 2018.

Paper reference: 17-18-33 | presented by: John Bloomfield
The executive board are asked to consider the following:
1) That, dependant on the outcomes of the discussion between the Executive Director and
Menzies, that AMOSSHE move to Menzies as its primary accountant.
2) That AMOSSHE moves to Xero accounting software at the end of this financial year.
3) That AMOSSHE moves financial year to start 1 August 2018.

GDPR update
Background
By the 25 May AMOSSHE needs to be compliant with the new General Data Protection Regulations
(GDPR). At the end of April AMOSSHE was audited by GDPR auditing (summary document available
in appendix 1) to enable us to see which areas AMOSSHE needed to improve upon in order to be
compliant with the new regulations. By the 25 May AMOSSHE needs to have some new procedures
in place and a plan for implementing any further changes as necessary. This document includes
overview information on the main changes that AMOSSHE needs to make. It also includes
information for the executive and the agreement required of the executive committee members to
sign to demonstrate that the requirements of GDPR for AMOSSHE are understood. Overall the
auditors felt that AMOSSHE had a good sense of the regulations and how they apply to us as an
organisation.

Data Security
AMOSSHE needs to implement a number of security data improvements. This follows 2 lines of
enquiry:
1) Security of laptops, iphones, ipads etc. This entails ensuring that all equipment has security
that is reasonable given the size and risk level of the data we hold.
2) Security of data through online services such as our website, office 365, google drive, sage
etc. This is to ensure that they are compliant with GDPR, in the event of a security breach we
have a protocol for informing members of such and that we are making reasonable, secured
backups of essential data.

Policy and process
AMOSSHE needs to update and create a number of policies to ensure that we comply with GDPR.
Policies and processes that need writing or amending are as follows:
1) Data retention policy
2) Breach and Incident process
3) Privacy statement / cookie policy
4) Data Subject Access request
5) Record of processing
6) Data Asset inventory
7) Website consent process / policy around membership ‘contract’
8) Review process for internal security systems such as firewall and PC updates
9) Executive / NO staff GDPR agreement

Other points of note:
AMOSSHE does not need a Data Protection Officer but it is recommended that we have a Data
Security Officer. This person is essentially the lead person within the organisation who ensures that
AMOSSHE data is secure and that all requests surrounding data are handled in the correct way. This
person should be the Executive Director of AMOSSHE given the proximity to the day-to-day handling
of data.
AMOSSHE does not need to seek consent from members to enable us to store and share their data
with relevant parties or send them relevant information. It was deemed that AMOSSHE, given the

nature of the type of organisation we are could reasonably expect members to understand that
when you are joining AMOSSHE you will be part of the networking lists and receive relevant
information in accordance to membership benefits. Providing AMOSSHE was clear on this then you
would effectively be agreeing a type of ‘contract’ to AMOSSHE. You can still change your privacy
settings online if you wish to opt out of certain elements of it.
AMOSSHE will need to invest in some additional software and computers in order to adhere to the
recommendations set out in the audit document. This is unlikely to be a large cost, more likely
around £2000. An update will be provided at the executive meeting.

AMOSSHE Executive GDPR agreement
One of the elements of the GDPR audit is that the AMOSSHE Executive sign a privacy agreement
which states their role within AMOSSHE and that they agree to be bound by GDPR in reference to
AMOSSHE data. This template is available in appendix 2 of this document and will be available at the
meeting for signature. In reality AMOSSHE Executive members will not have access to member data
unless specifically sent or shared, this element of security will be updated very soon.

Informing members and contacts
AMOSSHE will send out an email to all members letting them know about the changes to AMOSSHE
privacy policies and new policies alongside describing AMOSSHE member benefits. The email will
also explain how members can go online themselves and change their privacy settings.
A further email will be sent to all contacts on AMOSSHE lists asking for their consent to continue to
send them information. This email will explain what information we are likely to hold on them and
what consent we are asking for.
Both of these emails will be sent no later than Thursday 24 May 2018.

Conclusion
AMOSSHE, as with many other organisations do have to make some changes in preparation for the
GDPR reviews however we did well in our audit and demonstrated that, especially given the risk
level of the information we hold (low risk), we are in a good position regarding GDPR. The aim is to
ensure that all recommendations from this document are completed by the end of July 2018.

Appendix 1

1.2 Opinion
The purpose of the audit was to provide AMOSSHE with an independent assessment
of where their gaps were in respect to the GDPR.
AMOSSHE, in the opinion of the auditors, based on the information provided during
the audit is rated as follows:

• Some areas are not compliant.
• Full remediation may not be completed before the deadline
• Remediation could be completed within 6 months with
proportionate budget and resource requirements.

1.3 Recommendations
1.3.1 Dashboard
The dashboard below shows the number of recommended actions required, to
address the findings, highlighted during the audit. Each action is given a priority
rating based on the risk matrix described in Appendix A – Risk Matrix.

Priority

Description

Number

Urgent priority indicates a current
severe risk to data protection that
should be addressed immediately

0

High

High priority indicates a current risk to
data protection and non-compliance to
the GDPR that should be addressed as
soon as possible

9

Medium

Medium priority indicates noncompliance to the GDPR and should be
addressed prior to the compliance
deadline

25

Low

Low priority indicates areas where best
practice is not followed and may
constitute non-compliance to the GDPR

2

Urgent
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1.3.2 Summary of Recommendations
The table below provides a summary of the recommendations in order of priority.
For full details see the Risks and Issues sections of this document below.
Ref.

F-2

Summary Recommendation
Lock down media access on all laptops and PCs, use a separate
computer for event speakers
Review all contracts with 3rd parties

F-3

Update data retention policy to cover all personal data and enforce

F-1

Priority
High
High
High

F-7

Create and document policy and procedure for dealing with Data
Subject Access Requests
Update data processing policies in line with GDPR
Implement an incident management process to incorporate GDPR
requirements
Password protect documents containing sensitive data

F-8

Do not collect special category data unless absolutely necessary

High

F-9

Implement regular reviews of the Firewall configuration
Review/update/create privacy/cookie notices in line with purpose
and GDPR
Create a full Data Asset Inventory
Update staff handbooks to reflect GDPR rights and obligations
Undertake GDPR Awareness training for Staff

High

F-4
F-5
F-6

F - 10
F - 11
F - 12
F - 13

High
High
High
High

Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium

F - 14

Update staff contract template for new staff and consider updating
existing staff contracts for GDPR rights and obligations

Medium

F - 15

Produce a Record of Processing in line with GDPR requirements

Medium

F - 16

Medium

F - 20
F - 21
F - 22

Contact JiscM@il and confirm GDPR compliance
Request consent from delegates before sharing personal
information with 3rd parties
Ensure all executives are bound by formal agreement to adhere to
the GDPR
Ensure delegates provide informed consent to Guidebook
application data usage
Implement Two Factor / Multi Factor Authentication
Ensure DropBox security measures adequately secure data.
Physically secure small office PC (server)

F - 23

Encrypt all drives on end user devices containing personal data

Medium

F - 24
F - 25
F - 26

Only use company approved systems to access company data
Rename and disable Administrator Account on all computers
Revoke administrator privileges from standard users

Medium
Medium
Medium

F - 17
F - 18
F - 19
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Ref.
F - 27

Summary Recommendation
Review all shredders specifications

Priority
Medium

F - 28

Review security controls available and implement as necessary

Medium

F - 29

Create a password policy and centralise password administration

Medium

F - 30
F - 31
F - 32

Medium
Medium
Medium

F - 34

Implement offsite data backups
Implement regular back-ups of Wild Apricot data
Do not share office Wi-Fi credentials with guest
Update website consent process and refresh existing consents,
remove data without consent.
In the absence of a DPO appoint a DSO

F - 35

Remove data once the webinar is completed or is no longer required

Low

F - 36

Refresh consents, remove data without consent.

Low

F - 33

Medium
Medium

1.4 Summary of findings
This section provides a list of main themes and items we considered were of note
during the audit.

1.4.1 Good practices from which to build
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AMOSSHE are aware of the need to protect personal data at all levels for
both subscribers, members and staff
Wild Apricot hosted members website with preference engine and mass
email management
Extensive use of Office 365 with minimal local data storage
No unsolicited direct marketing or selling of contacts data
The personal data held, is in general, of low risk
Personal Data is generally processed based on legitimate interest, to fulfil a
contract or consent
Low volume of paper records
Back-ups are in place (with minor improvements required)

1.4.2 Areas for improvement
•

Policies and Procedures
o Website consent processes should be clearer and more granular
o Website privacy and cookie policies are missing or inadequate
o Sharing of delegate list for events require informed consent
o Adding contacts to marketing lists without consent
o Data retention policy not in place and not all data assets are known
o Record of processing statement not in place

GDPR Audit Report – AMOSSHE
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o Some special category data collect and retained
•

•

Information Technology
o Use of administrator accounts should be limited
o Media access to computer systems should be restricted
o Password management not adequately protecting systems
o Computer systems can be better protected
o Insecure data transmission with accountants
o Firewall security not clear
Staff
o Privacy policy for staff and executives needs implementing
o Staff and executives Data Protection awareness required
o Contracts for employees are likely to be out of date
o Collection of special category needs better controls

GDPR Auditing recommends the following next steps:
1. Review the findings in this report and ensure that AMOSSHE addresses them
in a logical order, considering priority, cost, resource, and time to remediate
2. Complete a Record of Processing statement and a Data Retention Schedule
with the help of a DPO (or similar) if necessary
3. Ensure all required policies, processes and procedures are updated or
created in line with the GDPR
4. Review how accountability can be provided across elements of the GDPR, for
example reports from IT systems and records kept for non-IT systems
5. Conduct Data Protection Impact Assessments (DPIA’s) on new projects
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Acknowledgement and agreement with AMOSSHE privacy policies
For National Office Staff and Executive Board members (NO/EB)

All National Office Staff and Executive board members (NO/EB) will need to sign this agreement.
AMOSSHE holds personal data on the following people:
- Those who are signed up as members of AMOSSHE (and their finance contacts)
- Those who have attended our events, conferences and webinars
- People who wish to receive information about AMOSSHE events and activities
- Enhanced information for members who are part of the AMOSSHE Executive Board (and their
Personal Assistants)
- Suppliers of services to AMOSSHE
- National Office staff members (full time / part time / temporary staff)
For the purposes for the remainder of this document these people will be referred to as data subjects.
I understand that as NO/EB we have a duty to protect AMOSSHE data and comply with the privacy
policies of AMOSSHE which set out how we protect and manage our data.
I understand that I am not authorised to use AMOSSHE data in any other ways and for any other
purposes apart from those set out in the AMOSSHE privacy policies and will take all reasonable care in
line with AMOSSHE processing policies when accessing personal data. Reasonable care also includes
considering what platform (computer/tablet/phone) you are accessing data on and understanding if this
platform has reasonable security in place.
I understand that as NO/EB that AMOSSHE data subjects have the right to know where their data is
stored and request for the removal of data in line with AMOSSHE subject access request and data
retention policies but that this process will, in the first instance be handled by the Data Security Officer of
AMOSSHE. NO/EB data can only be removed in line with AMOSSHE data policies and processes and when
the data subject is no longer working with AMOSSHE or where the information held is not absolutely
essential to their role within AMOSSHE. In the event that the Data Security Officer will be unable to
manage a request within the 30 day period then any requests will be referred to the Head of Engagement
and Vice Chair (Operations) of AMOSSHE.
I understand that the Data Security Officer of AMOSSHE will oversee and approve access and requests of
NO/EB for data in line with AMOSSHE privacy policies and only in their absence will this be passed on
using the above process.
I understand as NO/EB that my data will need to be stored with AMOSSHE and shared with relevant third
parties in order to be able to fulfil my role. These websites have been investigated to ensure they comply
with GDPR policies and will be reviewed annually. My data may be shared with the following services:
- AMOSSHE website (hosted by WildApricot)
- Office 365 filing system
- Companies House
- JISCMAIL
- MacIntyre Hudson accountants (NO only)
- Accounting software
I have read and fully understand the above acknowledgement agreement.
Name:

Signature:

Date:

